The problem

Critical Link was approached by a customer who needed to develop a spread-spectrum radio transceiver for several applications. The customer had already developed the algorithms they intended to use to modulate and demodulate the signals but lacked the resources and expertise to put together the complete system. The customer wanted to take advantage of the extreme flexibility offered by software defined radio (SDR) systems.

The platform

Critical Link chose to use its MityDSP-L138F system-on-module as the basis for the SDR, since it was a good fit from a processing-horsepower point of view, and it would save the customer a significant amount of up-front design cost. The MityDSP-L138F module features a Texas Instruments Incorporated (TI) OMAP-L138 DSP+ARM® processor, which integrated a 456-MHz ARM9™ processing core and a 456-MHz TMS320C674x DSP core. The module also includes a Xilinx Spartan®-6 LX16 FPGA, along with NAND and NOR flash, and DDR2 memory.

For prototype purposes, TI’s evaluation kits for the high-speed ADC and DAC for the radio were used. Data converters capable of converting at 60-MHz sample frequency were required.

For the A/D converter, TI’s ADS5562 was selected, which will convert at 80 Msps with 16 bits of precision. Since spread-spectrum radios need to pull signals out of the background noise, high dynamic-range is very important for such a radio.

For the DAC, TI’s THS5671 was selected, a 14-bit, 125-Msps differential current output DAC. The customer for this project provided the front end design for the system, as shown on the following page.

The data movement problem

Many DSP-based applications require high-speed data transfers to allow the system to acquire and process data or to transmit data to an external device. Typically, digital signal processors include an asynchronous address/data bus to allow the processor to read and write to external devices. These interfaces are often adequate to move data at low rates, but can become a bottleneck at high speeds.

The OMAP-L138 DSP+ARM processor has an address/data bus called the External Memory Interface A (EMIFA). The EMIFA allows addressing external memory or devices.
asynchronously and includes several control pins to allow for varying wait-states, transfer widths, etc. Because this interface is very general purpose, each transaction can take multiple clock cycles to complete. The minimum read cycle, for example, would require three cycles per 16 bits. Running the EMIFA at 100 MHz, you can expect a data transfer rate of no more than 66 MBytes/s, assuming nothing else is going on that bus. Interleaving reads and writes on the bus significantly reduces this, since additional turnaround cycles must be added.

The OMAP-L138 processor also includes a more dedicated interface, known as the Universal Parallel Port (uPP). This interface is specifically designed to move large amounts of data continuously into or out of the processor’s memory. The uPP can clock one data word (8 or 16 bits) per clock cycle (or two per clock for double-data-rate, but the clock speed must be half as fast). The uPP clock rate can be up to half of the processor clock rate. For an OMAP-L138 processor running at 300 MHz, the uPP clock can be up to 75 MHz. This allows a throughput of up to 150 MBytes/s.

The OMAP-L138 processor actually includes two uPP interfaces, each of which can be configured independently. For our application, this allowed us to set up one port for transmit and one for receive, thus removing contention that would be present on a single bus.

From a hardware point of view, the uPP interface is a fairly simple synchronous data interface. It includes a clock pin, data pins and several control pins that indicate valid data and start/wait conditions. In fact, the interface can be used gluelessly with some parallel ADCs and DACs.
The architecture

Since our SDR requires high-speed data movement to and from the DSP, we chose to implement the FPGA interface using the uPP ports. We use one port for the transmit side of the interface and one for the receive side. The processing system is actually able to transmit and receive simultaneously, although that was not a system requirement. A nice benefit of this capability was that it allowed us to do quite a bit of testing and debug by looping back the transmitter to the receiver.

For a 10 MHz carrier, the nature of the processing required for this type of modulation make doing all of the processing in the DSP too much for the OMAP-L138 processor. For slower applications, the DSP alone could handle the data rate, but since this customer needed to be able to send data at the higher rate, we needed to enlist the help of the FPGA for some of the processing tasks.

The FPGA is particularly good at repetitive tasks at very high frequencies, so we chose to do the initial demodulation and base-banding process in the FPGA, which then allows us to decimate the data and reduce the data rate to the DSP. On the transmit side, the DSP can pre-compute the final RF signal, so that encoding the payload data takes an inconsequential time. For this reason, the FPGA merely passes the transmit waveform data from the uPP port to the DAC.

The FPGA includes a sine/cosine lookup table in dual-ported RAM, which is used to synthesize the local oscillator signals for the receiver. Multiplier/accumulators in the FPGA are used to demodulate the signals, as required.

Transmit processing chain

The transmit process is started when the software on the ARM microprocessor sends a message packet to the DSP for transmission. The DSP encodes this data into a spread-spectrum modulation sequence and indexes into a pre-computed, modulated, sine-wave look-up table. The DSP then sets up a DMA transfer, using the uPP’s built-in DMA engine, to transfer the data from the DSP memory into the DAC. The FPGA acts as the intermediary, providing a programmable clock to the DAC and uPP to set the transmit sample rate.

Receive processing chain

The receive process runs continuously. ADC samples are clocked into the FPGA, where the data is base-banded by multiplying the input samples by quadrature sine and cosine waveforms and integrating to provide in-phase and quadrature samples at a reduced data rate to the DSP. These samples are DMAed into the DSP memory by the uPP DMA engine, where the DSP performs the remaining processing steps for the spread-spectrum demodulation. Once the signal is demodulated, the resulting data packet is then transferred back to the ARM® processor using TI’s DSPLink interprocessor communications library. The ARM software receives the decoded data and presents it to the user via the command interface.

Using the FPGA to perform the initial base-banding for the receiver relieves the DSP of enough processing to allow all of the remaining demodulation and decoding to be done with ease. If the sample rate of the input...
signal was significantly lower than the 60 MHz in this system, the DSP could be counted on to do the basebanding without help from the FPGA.

Initial work on this system used a carrier frequency in the LF band (tens or hundreds of kHz). The FPGA in this initial implementation was merely passing data through to the DSP, and the DSP performed all of the demodulation functions. This worked quite well, but was insufficient for applications where higher sample rates were required. By doing the base-banding in the FPGA, we can base-band and filter digitally at the full sample rate, thereby improving the noise performance of the system in a way which isn’t possible by merely under-sampling.

**Conclusion**

The end result of this project was a prototype system that has been used as a proof-of-concept for several applications. The performance of the system has been quite good, when compared to the theoretical performance of an ideal spread-spectrum radio. The combination of TI’s OMAP-L138 DSP+ARM® processor and the FPGA allows for a cost-effective solution with outstanding performance. Off-loading processing from the DSP to the FPGA allows the system to be built using a low-cost, low-power processor, rather than requiring a GHz-class DSP to do the entire job. The uPP interface allows simple FPGA interfacing and boasts significant performance advantages over using other available interfaces on the DSP. Relieving the DSP of data movement by using the DMA in the uPP also helps keep DSP cycles available for more important work.

The addition of the ARM processor in the OMAP-L1x platform allows the use of embedded Linux® to provide the communications infrastructure to manage the user interface and all housekeeping functions in the system. Furthermore, the system software (ARM, DSP and FPGA) can be field-upgraded using an SD card, a USB drive or an Ethernet connection. Thus the flexibility of the SDR system can be fully leveraged as processing algorithms evolve.
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